Due to its importance in many applications, the incomplete data mining has received increasing attention in recent years, but there has been little study of the cost-sensitive classification on incomplete data. Therefore this paper proposes the dynamic costsensitive extreme learning machine for classification of incomplete data based on the deep imputation network (DCELMIDC). Firstly, we propose an approach for incomplete data imputation based on the deep imputation network model, and offer the cost-sensitive extreme learning machine. Secondly, this paper introduces dynamic misclassification and test cost, and gives the chromosome coding and an evaluation method of the optimal cost. At last, on the basis of the genetic algorithm, the dynamic cost-sensitive extreme learning machine classification algorithm for mining incomplete data is given, which can search the optimal misclassification and test cost in cost spaces. The experiment results show that DCELMIDC is effective and feasible for classification of incomplete data, and can reduce the total cost.
Introduction
In the medical diagnosis and industrial field, there are more and more incomplete data for the measurement error, limitations on getting data, and random noise. The traditional data mining techniques are designed for complete data, and do not mine effectively the incomplete data. Therefore, it is significant for the researcher of classification method of incomplete data. The paper [1] proposed a Robust Bayes Classifier with the feature selection and classification tasks for incomplete data. The paper [2] gave a new approach for mining incomplete data with singleton, subset and concept probabilistic approximations. The paper [3] proposed a method for mining incomplete quantitative data sets by rough sets. The paper [4] proposed a new approach of mining missing values for optimizing semiconductor-manufacturing processes. The paper [5] proposed the elastic extreme learning machine based on MapReduce framework, which can classify big data sets by using the update matrix multiplications.
In 2004, professor Huang proposed firstly the extreme learning machine algorithm for the single hidden layer feed forward network. The extreme learning machine randomly assigns the weights and hidden layer nodes bias of the neural network, and can calculate the output weights by only one step, so the learning speeds of the neural network are 2. Data Imputation for Incomplete Data Based on the Deep Imputation Network Model , the part attributes of X are set as zero to turn into the incomplete samples ' X . In input layer, the fill-in automatic code machine receives the input ' X , and the mapping function from the hide layer is as follows.
Fill-in Automatic Code Machine
Wb is the network parameter, and W is the weight of each layer nerve cell. The matrix size is
is Sigmoid function. In decode procedure, and Z is reconstructed by the backward mapping.
(1) By the minimum average reconstruction error training the model parameter, the reconstruction data approaches the real instance objects. 
Use the cross entropy function   log ii i pp to calculate the distance of x and z , and the loss function is :
According to the gradient descent algorithm, when a instance is chosen from complete data set X , the fill-in automatic code machine chooses randomly the part attributes that are set as zero, and obtains the data X and ' x . At the same time, the parameters w and b are updated as follows.
Imputation Algorithm for Uncertain Data Based on the Deep Imputation Network
In order to acquire the supervision objects of each network layer, the superposed automatic code machine is constructed by the instance data, and the superposed automatic code machine is as follows.
Figure 2. Three Layers Superposed Automatic Code Machine
The bottom network gets the character Step 1: Input the certain data set
x ,
x CX  , and use the superposed automatic code machine to get the character 1, 2 tt of instance data .
Step 2: Set the part attributes of x as zero to get the incomplete sample '
x , and use x ， 1, 2 tt as the supervised data. . Use the superposed automatic code machine to get the character 2 t of instance data x , and get the network parameter 1  . 
Step 7: use
to restore the incomplete sample, and get the missing attributes for uncertain data set i UX .
Cost-Sensitive Extreme Learning Machine

Extreme Learning Machine
Extreme learning machine is an algorithm of the feed forward Neural Network, and it does not need to adjust the weights of the input layer and hidden layer during its execution. The extreme learning machine can generate the unique optimization solution by setting the node numbers of network hidden layer, and has the fast learning speed and good generalization performance.
The mathematical model of standard single hidden layer feedforward neural network can be expressed as follows.
L is input neuron hidden layer node number.
 
fx is the excitation function. i w is the input weight between the input neuron and the ith layer node. i b is the offset vector of the ith layer node. i  is the output weight between the input neuron and the ith layer node. ij wx  is the inner product. The above formula is abbreviated as
, ,..., , , ,..., , , ,..., x is the ith hidden node. When w and  are a fixed value, the output matrix H in hidden layer is also the fixed matrix, and the train of the feed forward Neural Network is how to solve the least square solution  for the linear system.
 H is the Moore-penrose generalized inverse matrix of the hidden output matrix H .
Cost-Sensitive Extreme Learning Machine
The cost-sensitive machine learning considers that the cost is asymmetric in the course of classification, and the minimum cost based on Bayesian risk is: Step 4. 
The Proposed Scheme
Dynamic Misclassification and Test Cost
There are many costs in the classification process, and the misclassification and test costs are common. The misclassification cost and test cost is the consumption for obtaining the test attribute value. _cost MM mis  is a misclassification cost matrix, and each element , C ij is the cost when a real class i C is misclassified as the wrong class j C . , 0 ij C  if i and j is equal. 11 12 A . The current research concentrates on the static cost, and the cost is the same in different applications. However, in real life, costs are dynamic and always changing and the different applications have different costs. To overcome the limitations of the static cost, this paper integrates the experts' experience and knowledge, and searches the suitable misclassification and test costs for finding the optimal cost in every sub dataset. All costs in every sub dataset make up the cost space, and the structure process for cost space refers to the paper [14] .
Evaluation Method for the Optimal Cost
It is important to find the optimal evaluation method for a classifier performance, and G-mean is usually used. The different applications have different costs, and we find the optimal misclassification and test cost by searching the reasonable misclassification and test cost space. The genetic algorithm is an excellent algorithm which is often used to search the optimal cost by the fitness function. This paper uses the extended G mean 
TP is the number of true positive, FP is the number of false positive, FN is the number of false negative. cost is a reasonable value of misclassification and test cost space that is given by application specialists, and the fitness function can determine the optimal cost by balancing Precision and Recall of a classifier.
Chromosome Coding
The cost 
Dynamic Cost-Sensitive Extreme Learning Machine for Mining Incomplete Data Base on the Genetic Algorithm
There are many fast algorithms for data mining [15, 16] , and this paper fills firstly the uncertain value by the deep filling algorithm, and uses the cost-sensitive extreme learning machine to classify the data set. In the classification process, use the genetic algorithm to search the optimal cost. The cost parameters is set in within certain realms, and initial cost can been assigned randomly. The steps of classification algorithm for cost-sensitive extreme learning machine are as follows. Import: Step 3. Use Cost-sensitive Extreme learning machine to build classifier M , and get Recall and Precision by 10-fold cross validation. Calculate the fitness   i fitness x of each chromosome by the fitness function.
Step 4. Selecting operation. Step 9. Use the classifier M to classify the data set.
Step 10. The algorithm ends.
Simulation Experiment
Data Processing and Background Parameters
There are no open standard incomplete data sets, so some data are removed artificially from the standard UCI data sets for simulating the incomplete data. In the experiments, in order to simplify the model design, we ignore the influence of various parameters in genetic algorithm, and focus only on the structure and performance of the algorithms, while at the same time, assuming that units of all kinds of cost are the same. Misclassification cost matrix and test cost are artificially set by the previous empirical data. When classification is correct, the misclassification is zero, and the cost of TP and TN are zero because they are classified correctly. In order to observe the influence of different misclassification cost, the ratio of FP and FN is 1/10 when classification is error. Test cost is a random number of [0,100], and we assume that all attributes are unknown in the experiment, so test cost is paid if the attribute value is determined. Choose Windows 7 with Intel E5800 (3.2GHz) and Weka3.7.1 as development platform, and RAM is 4.0GB. Use the discretization class of Weka to discretize the quantitative attribute in UCI.4.2.
Result of Experiments
The cost-sensitive extreme learning machine based on the deep imputation network and genetic algorithm for classification of incomplete data is abbreviated to DCELMIDC. In order to test the infectiveness of DCELMIDC for classifying incomplete data, choose Cylinder, Mushroom and Vote in UCI dataset as test data, and the ratio of incomplete data is increased from 10% to 50% at the rate of 10%. RBC [17] , GBSD [18] are other classifiers for incomplete data. Average accuracy of the three classifiers is as follows after 100 repeated experiments in each data set. Table 1 , DCELMIDC has higher classification accuracy than RBC in all data sets, and has higher than GBSD except Mushroom, so DCELMIDC is effective and feasible for classification of incomplete data.
In order to verify the performance differences of dynamic and static costsensitive classifiers for classification of incomplete data, the dynamic cost in DCELMIDC is replaced by static cost, and gets static cost -sensitive classifier for incomplete data (SCELMIDC). The missing data ratio is set as 10%, and use Area Under the ROC Curve (AUC) as the performance criteria. The experiment results are as follows in Figure 3 after 100 times in Cylinder, Mushroom, Vote, Bridges and Zoo.
Figure 3. AUC of SCELMIDC and DCELMIDC
As can be seen from Figure 3 , AUC of DCELMIDC is better than SCELMIDC, so dynamic cost has superior performance than static cost.
In order to verify the average total cost of classifiers, set the fixed cost in RBC and GBSD, and DCELMIDC using the genetic to search the optimal cost near the fixed number in experiments. Test cost is paid if the incomplete data are filled. The misclassification cost is paid when the classification is in error. The ratio of incomplete data is set as 10%, and average total costs of DCELMIDC, RBC and GBSD are as follows. Figure 4 , it can be seen that average total cost of DCELMIDC is smaller than RBC and GBSD, so it has better performance than the others.
In order to verify the influence of the incomplete ration, the incomplete ratio is set from 10% to 50%. The Classification accuracies with incomplete ratio in Cylinder and Vote are as follows. From Figure 5 and Figure 6 , it can be seen that the Classification accuracy with incomplete ratio of DCELMIDC in Cylinder and Vote is higher than RBC and GBSD, so DCELMIDC has a better performance when it classifies incomplete data with different ratio.
Conclusion
There are more and more incomplete data in the world applications, and this paper proposes the Dynamic cost-sensitive extreme learning machine for Classification of incomplete Data, which overcomes the limitations of the stationary cost. We dispose incomplete data by the deep imputation network model, and offer the cost-sensitive extreme learning machine. This paper introduces dynamic misclassification and test cost, and gives chromosome coding and an evaluation method of the optimal cost. The Dynamic cost-sensitive extreme learning machine for incomplete data can determine the optimal cost by searching the cost space. The results of the experiments demonstrate that DCELMIDC comprises effective classification algorithms for incomplete data, which can dispose the incomplete data with various missing ratios.
